Commuter Task Force
Meeting Minutes

2-17-11
Meeting with Jim Levesque, Head of Commuter Task Force 02/17/11

What WSG Commuter Rep has done

- E-List
- FB
- Twitter
- RecycleMania
- Asked about what are open before W@W
- Got feedback some at commuter breakfast

Feedback from Commuters that WSG Commuter Rep has gotten

- More events, even some COF ones; Emmanuel even has a commuter club
  - FEEDBACK: Will bring up at task force and get back to me; maybe WSG can have a committee for commuter events
- Free food from Beatty Cafe if ran out again during commuter event
  - FEEDBACK: Wasn’t aware and possibility
- Lockers- one student had to wait 2 years and had to resign up and others had problems too. Some don’t bother looking into applying for one
  - FEEDBACK: As of right now there's no wait. Starting this past fall students who have lockers must tell them every so often that they want to keep them
  - He made a note to see if more can be added when Beatty is redone
- Commuters can’t find housing office
  - FEEDBACK: doesn’t feel is an issue, feels they should use map but he will check to see if there is a sign

Commuter Task Force

- The commuter task force is temporary and starting to dismantle
- Purpose of task force was to see what is going on for commuters on campus
- Task force will still exist but not meet like there have been
- Mallory Schultz from SLP will be the WSG Commuter Rep contact

What Task Force has done

- Commuter Survey- which they will be sending the results to the WSG Commuter Rep
- They asked departments what there are doing
- Made sure there was a focus group for commuters specifically about the reconstruction on campus

Other task force stuff

- Meeting next Wednesday will get back to WSG Commuter Rep after that